
Present Perfect Passive Form

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Of that country it ____________________ with some truth, that its whole
history may be traced in its songs.
1.

(remark)

A copy of a 1699 edition _____________________.2. (not/find)

Many references _________________ in this debate to the opinions of
Washington.
3.

(make)

Her name ______________________ with that of Wilson.4. (associate)

This position ________________________ without large payments of
money.
5.

(not/attain)

The records of the expedition _________________ in duplicate.6. (keep)

In fact, so very disagreeable is the voice of this creature, that it
______________________ its best weapon of defence.
7.

(consider)

But this argument shows how completely the principle of selection
______________________.
8.

(overlook)

For the purpose of this e-text these pages _____________________ into
one entry.
9.

(combine)

More than once I __________________ to understand that my character
was too determined and energetic for a girl.
10.

(give)

Printer's errors ______________________.11. (correct)

Much of my life __________________ in that communion.12. (pass)

It ________________ that the essay was written at that time.13. (say)

That's why you __________________ for this job.14. (pick)

A soldier enters, at whose side the prisoner ___________________ for
years.
15.

(chain)
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It was written for the youth of another country, but its wealth of instruction
______________________ by its translation into more than one European
language, and it is not too much to predict for it a popularity among American
boys.

16.

(recognize)

In some few instances a marked effect ____________________ quickly
on all, or nearly all, the individuals which have been exposed to some
considerable change of climate, food, or other circumstance.

17.

(produce)

Armies ___________________, war is levied to accomplish it.18. (raise)

I see, my dear boy, that you _____________________ for good conduct
in school; I am glad that I have so good a son.
19.

(reward)

It _____________________ to with enthusiasm.20. (respond)
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